Dear

Readers,

You ascend the side of the cliff. The desert sun
burns through your clothes but your cap protects
you. On the side of the cliff, at impossible heights,
are the symbols. You’ve seen them before, everyone has, and they stand against time as testament
to their timelessness. Someone, somewhere at a
distant point in history, knew something that they
had to make permanent. They sent out a message
without ever knowing that you would receive it; a
raw message of meaning etched onto the rock’s
surface. Cave art is thought of as one of the most
antiquated forms of communication, but considering its ability to remain intact for thousands of
years, is it? CDs begin to degrade after a decade,
your laptop hard drive has about a good five
years before problems arise and neither of the
two will survive being dropped in water, let alone
withstanding the extremes of the desert environment.
This publication, in association with the Native
American Student Union and the Southwest
Studies department, hopes to provide an avenue
to explore the historical, mythical and contemporary narratives of Southern California, Utah,
Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Colorado and
Northern Mexico. We hope to bring all our interests together to create a map of sorts, usable as
a travel guide, a redefinition of place, or simply
good reading.
As a publication, we are open to any and all contributions. Our writers are not all locals, on the
contrary, many are from far away, yet we share
an unending curiosity about this region. The first
issue has student art and photos, their travel writings and experiences as well as a gift from us to
you: You will find that the cover is removable,
please feel free to use it to decorate your surroundings. We hope this issue compels you to
explore the deep map of the Southwest.

- The Petroglyph Staff
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Want a Cure for Cancer?
Goujon Lee’s insights and experiences in New Mexico

Earlier this year, at a time when a melting

way before turning to options more expensive and yet
possibly less effective.

snowstorm had rendered most of the dirt roads on
the Navajo reservation impossible to drive on and
the nights were frivolous with coyotes calling for
their mates, I sat in conversation with Lorena*.

I pray for her every day.
Those of us who have experienced cancer – in
ourselves or our loved ones - know, into the marrow
of every bone, the abject horror of the thought of
even one more person having to endure the same
suffering. In this light, I cannot remain silent about
the trail of ground zeroes for cancer that we have
been allowing here in the American Southwest or
the debilitating conditions in this “land of the free”
looked upon by billions as an embodiment of firstworld fantasies. At this moment, all over this region
I call home, radioactive tailings are blowing in the
wind as my friends graze their livestock and dry their
food in the open. Children play unknowingly in the
tailings as plans persist for further uranium and coal
mining on sacred lands, further procurement of fossil
fuels using deadly chemicals, further nuclear testing
and further clandestine transportation and dumping
of nuclear waste.

Lorena had not only endured the loss of a son,
she had also become ostracized by her community
for her outspoken dedication to advocacy. Her
community is fragmented but it is also a community
of resistance that refuses to yield to the relocation
strategies employed by a federal government
that backs the agendas of coal companies. Her
community has held its ground even as thousands
have been forcefully relocated, holding together
its traditional ways in the face of environmental
degradation and cultural suppression. Amidst her
struggles Lorena sat in her fire-warmed hogan next
to the drying seeds she had painstakingly saved. I
watched her carefully tuck a stack of photographs
back into their folder. She had pictures of her parents
and grandparents kneeling upon the red earth of
their ancestral homeland. I noticed a picture of her
around my age, demonstrating at an international
forum for the rights of her people. I wanted to wrap
my arms around her, wide enough to embrace the
very depths of her unspoken pain and incredible
strength. I wanted to ask that she be my mentor in a
great many aspects of life.

I come from San Miguel County in New
Mexico, one of the many places in the rural Southwest
and throughout the Rocky Mountain region that
have been targeted for hydraulic fracking: a process
of drawing oil or natural gas out of the ground by
fracturing rocks with a mixture of hundreds of deadly
chemicals.

Lorena began
to speak then about “The cancer cells residing
The oil and gas companies do not disclose the
how her nose had been within the body of humannames or effects of the chemicals they use. They
running for the past ity parallel the war we have
lie blatantly about safety and reveal nothing
month and how the
been
waging
against
life
about the fact that the chemicals they use will
mucus would make her
even
as
each
of
us
exist
as
leach into the water table and air to endanger
skin painful and raw.
all life in the vicinity. The same companies don’t
Her work requires that its microcosm, and even as
disclose the fact that many have already wasted
she interact frequently it cradles, nourishes and
away as a result of mining, fracking and related
with members of
instructs us.”
actions. Many of the people living on targeted
her community who
areas
have no choice in the matter: ambivalent
were forced into uranium mining. A doctor had
assignments of mineral rights in the past made it so
pronounced lung cancer a possibility for Lorena.
that one could live on a piece of land and have no say
She had decided to take herbs in the traditional
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regarding the minerals below your home. Those
from the root causes of cancer that we have been
whose permissions are “sought” are forbidden
responsible for as a country. The chemicals we slip into
from talking with their neighbors about the
our food and water. The radioactivity we bring upon
amount of compensation they would receive for
this land through nuclear testing even as we react with
allowing the fracking to take place. Compensation
paranoia to weapons of mass destruction hidden away
varies between thousands of
in distant lands. One example of the
“I cannot remain
dollars per acre in an affluent part
mining on Navajo land comes to mind
of Santa Fe to a dollar per acre
silent about the trail as an example of the injustices we have
in the case of San Miguel and
allowed towards fellow human beings.
of
ground
zeroes
the neighboring Mora County.
The results of mining turned the nearby
for
cancer
that
we
People accept these prices,
sagebrush gray with coal dust and drained
not knowing that the health
the water table so drastically that a massive
have been allowing
consequences would far outweigh
here in the American snowstorm melted to yield no mud at all.
its meager and short term effects
In another personal instance, blasting
Southwest...”
on their financial circumstances.
shook the ground while I was herding
Meanwhile, as far as legalities are concerned, the
sheep and the shock waves turned a serene environment
companies in charge face no consequences.
into something reminiscent of a war zone. The cancer
cells residing within the body of humanity parallel the
It will take solidarity to ensure that no
war we have been waging against life even as each of us
person or community has to ever yield to such
exists as its microcosm, and even as it cradles, nourishes
life-depriving practices like hydraulic fracking and
and instructs us.
mining out of poverty, ignorance, or helplessness in
the face of unjust laws, especially in this beautiful
It is easy to claim to love a place, but therein
region that has sheltered, provided for and kept
comes the responsibility of being with the place and
us in spite of our transgressions. It was around
engaging with the realities of the ones who call it home.
this time last year that community organizing,
There is a lengthening trail of ground zeroes for cancer
education and advocacy succeeded in putting a
in the United States on a scale so large it’s a form of
one-year moratorium on hydraulic fracking in San
genocide. So much healing needs to take place and I,
Miguel and Mora.
for one, will be seeking out knowledge in order to be a
part of the healing process. My knowledge will not come
People speak of wanting a cure for cancer
from censored sources of information that are valueless
to be found. For me, the cure is found through
forms of propaganda, but from the land and the people
research, real research. A genuine, long lasting,
who know their circumstances with every inch of their
looking, smelling, tasting and touching that
being through their own losses, hopes and pains.
eliminates all possibility of further dissociation

left: “Beautiful Mora”, as captured by the author,
reveals the rural back roads of the Southwest.
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The Sounds of the Desert
Giulio Brandi explores the early 1990’s Californian metal scene

Few bands manage to create a genre that
only they can fit into. ‘Kyuss’ is one of the few bands
to perform such a feat. The members of Kyuss were
the pioneers of a sound known as ‘desert metal’,
named for their frequent and private shows in the
middle of the Mojave desert and their reasoning was
that if they sounded good in the middle of the desert,
they would sound good anywhere.

pedals and bass amps. The expansive, encapsulating
sound of Kyuss demands to be heard at a high volume
and in a high mind. After all, not only did the members of Kyuss create desert metal, they continued the
tradition of ‘stoner rock’ from their ‘Black Sabbath’
and ‘Deep Purple’ predecessors, and allowed it to continue into bands like ‘Queens of the Stone Age’.

Other bands have since been mislabeled as desCarl Sagan said that “we are a way for the
ert metal, particularly ‘Monster Magnet’ and Queens
universe to know itself ”, and his thinking applies, alof the Stone Age. All bands under the desert metal labeit on a smaller scale, to what the members of Kybel fail to match the sound of Kyuss. Monster Magnet
uss were doing in the early ‘90s. Their music is the
comes across as a cheesy and overproduced spin off
voice of the desert; it’s one of the means with which
(and really, what do guys from New Jersey know about
the arid extremes of the southwest can come to know
the desert or music in general?). Queens of the Stone
itself. Descriptions of the desert landscape cross over
Age, though a loose continuation of Kyuss, are more
into descriptions of Kyuss’ sound: Heavy, dangerous,
modern and less raw than Kyuss. Don’t get me wrong,
mysterious and powerful. Some of
I love QOTSA but they are a little more
their songs do fall onto the metal “Some writers are
‘L.A’ than ‘Mojave’.
side of things and I wouldn’t go so better on the page
far to describe them as easy listenThough Kyuss saw limited commercial
than in person, and
ing. However, they do have a lot of
success during their active years, they were
songs that are good starting points some bands are bet- well connected in the Palm Springs music
for those that are unfamiliar with ter in studio than on scene of their time. ‘Tool’ has performed
them. ‘Size Queen’, with its dark
live covers of Kyuss’ ‘Demon Cleaner’ and
the stage.”
blues bass line serves as a particuthat alone should speak volumes simply belarly good introduction. ‘El Rodeo’, ‘Catamaran’,
cause the only other band covered by Tool
and the hidden track ‘Day One’ are the voices of
is ‘Led Zeppelin’. The scene went further
the desert translated through dropped tunings, fuzz
into the underground when, in 1997, Josh Homme, between recording and touring with Kyuss established ‘the desert sessions’. Members of Kyuss,
as well as affiliated musicians, would go to a ranch
in the Mojave to record and cut albums in a few
days. The practice, while not actively disbanded,
was last revisited in 2003 with Volume 10 of the
Desert Sessions.

left: Nick Olivieri, John Garcia, Brant
Bjork & Josh Homme looking cool & serious as all Californians are wont to do.
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Some writers are better on the page than in person,
and some bands are better in studio than on the stage.
Kyuss, unfortunately, falls into the latter category.
Their live, bootlegged videos on Youtube are just awful compared to their studio albums. If you can take
one thing away from their live performances, it’s that
they are without a doubt as drug-fuelled as any worthwhile metal band should be.
Kyuss remind me of the Pixies: Both are pretty
bad live, neither of them were a commercial success
during their day and they certainly aren’t well remembered today. Yet, like the Pixies, Kyuss was highly influential after the fact. As pioneers of a genre that only
they could fit, Kyuss is definitely worth revisiting today.

above: Kyuss taking a ride in the Mystery Machine.
Not Pictured: Scooby Doo and Scooby Snacks.

Georgia in New Mexico

Allison Strauss reflects on New Mexico’s influence on the artist Georgia O’Keeffe

In the distant past, according to many Puebloan creation stories*, Spider Grandmother thought,
dreamed and weaved to create the Fourth World; the world we know.

In the distant past - as the Diné sometimes tell in their creation story - when the people reached the
world we know, no light beamed upon the earth. Discovering this, First Man and First Woman talked, and
talked, and talked about the sun and the moon and thus brought them into being through their words.
In the distant past, 1929 to be specific, Georgia O’Keeffe reached the world the Puebloans and Diné
know. Intense light beamed upon the earth, saturating a surreal landscape of curves in every earthen color.
Georgia O’Keeffe had dreamed up these shapes and hues for years, and put them to canvas in her paintings.

“I said to myself, I have things in my head that are not
like what anyone has taught me -- shapes and ideas so near
to me -- so natural to my way of being and thinking that it
hasn’t occurred to me to put them down. I decided to start
anew, to strip away what I had been taught.”
						-Georgia O’Keeffe

Upon visiting New Mexico in 1929, Georgia discovered those shapes and ideas in the tangible landscape.
Indeed, the parallels between the artist’s early abstract work in New York and her later landscape
pieces in New Mexico are so clear that The Whitney Museum in New York, the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum in
Santa Fe, and The Phillips Collection assembled an exhibition largely dedicated to that reflection.
*Indigenous Southwestern traditions tend to view history as a cycle, rather than linear progression. The important historical events are
not the watersheds, but the ones that repeat themselves.
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As Georgia O’Keeffe transitioned from her ‘New York’ years to her ‘New Mexico’ years, her appearance changed
as much as her artwork. The above photos are presented chronologically.

top left, top right: Dated at 1918 and 1929 respectively, both photos were taken by Georgia O’Keeffe’s husband, Alfred Stieglitz.
left: ‘Black Place’. Based upon an area
deep in Navajo country known as the ‘Bisti
Badlands’.
below: Author’s interpretation of O’Keefe’s
composition in reference o the ‘Black Place’
painting.
bottom right: One of O’Keeffe’s most popular
paintings,“Ram’s Head White Hollycock
and Little Hills” recalls imagery of death,
beauty as well as the New Mexican landscape.
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above left: Shortly after moving to New Mexico, O’Keeffe’s demeanor seemed to change from her earlier years.
above right: Georgia O’Keeffe in 1971. She painted regularly until weeks before her death in 1986.

A long time ago, last summer, I reached the
world Georgia O’Keeffe knew. Mellow light beamed
upon the floor as I entered the Georgia O’Keeffe
Museum in Santa Fe. The collaborative exhibition
therein, titled ‘Abstraction’, began in a small room,
the walls of which presented O’Keeffe’s early abstract drawings and paintings from 1918 to 1929.
This period is known as her ‘New York years’.
O’Keeffe buffs know that working large was a conscious change by the artist in her late New York years
as a response to Freudian critics.

were cemented by the time she moved there permanently in 1949. The connection between her early
abstract work and her Southwest landscapes is as evident as the change from her 1910 and 1920’s-self to
her identity from the 1930s and thereafter.

In O’Keeffe’s New York days, when she was
in her thirties and early forties, she appears in photographs as dreamy and vulnerable; the bohemian
and beautiful photographer’s wife. I have considered that some of this may be the influence of her
husband, photographer Alfred Stieglitz, who took
“O’Keeffe went large because she
the photographs, and who passed away in 1946
before his wife’s permanent move to New Mexiwas sick of Freudian critics declarco. While this may be true, it is worth noting that
ing that her work revealed repressed Steiglitz also photographed many of the pictures
of O’Keeffe in the 1930s through the end of his
eroticism.”
life, at which time O’Keeffe already appears as
a salt-of-the-earth woman. Interestingly enough,
She was quite tired of the New York art
Stieglitz shot so many photographs of his wife that
crowd. Colorado College art studio professor BogO’Keeffe is the second most-photographed woman
dan Swider recalled the information on the galof the twentieth century (with Gretta Garbo being
lery walls when the ‘Abstraction’ exhibition was at
the first). From what I have read, I sense that Stieglitz
The Whitney. The display informed visitors that
loved everything about O’Keeffe, however she hapO’Keeffe went large because she was sick of Freudpened
to be. It should therefore not be construed that
ian critics declaring that her work revealed repressed
her husband was dominating or that her personaleroticism. So, it is said, she switched to large comity change was a rebellion against him. It is true that
positions because it would be hard to say that such a
Stieglitz was older, more set in his identity and his
“look at me!” scale was evidence of something kept
art career was well established before his wife’s. But
secret. It seems to have been a statement that the artit seems that O’Keeffe’s metamorphosis mainly conist was going to paint what she was going to paint.
cerned herself. After all, Stieglitz was among the first
to recognize O’Keeffe’s work and place it in a gallery
When I saw the Abstraction collection the
and she was upset with him for doing so. It seems she
hallway-like space displaying these early works suitwas just not confident in herself at that time. The
ed their scale. Conducted in mostly watercolor and
comparison of earlier and later photographs of the
charcoal, the pieces were surprisingly small. It was
artist gives me the impression that there was sort of a
unfamiliar for me to see her on such a small scale as I
waking up in her life that manifested itself in her art.
was familiar only with her famous large flowers, red
rock vistas and cow skulls.

“I’ll paint it big and they will be surprised
into taking the time to look at it. I will
make even busy New Yorkers take time to
see what I see of flowers.”
			
-Georgia O’Keeffe

This emboldening of O’Keeffe’s attitude coincides with the transformation
in how she presented herself, beginning
approximately in 1929. The 1930s was a
decade of travel for her, which included
extended stays at Mabel Dodge Luhan and D.H.
Lawrence’s ranches in New Mexico. Following this
she started living in the ‘Land of Enchantment’ part
time in the 1940s. The artist’s confident, intelligent,
and shrewd personality with its touches of humor
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As I padded through the big rooms set aside
for the large-scale works in the Abstractions exhibition, I found my favorite piece. It resonated with me
perhaps somewhat like the landscape from which it
was painted resonated with O’Keeffe. It is one of the

pieces based on the location she painted more than
any other, a location she called the Black Place. About
150 miles northwest of her home, Ghost Ranch, in a
swath of Navajo country called the Bisti Badlands.
O’Keeffe described the Black Place looking like “a
mile of elephants!”

that was in her imagination. At that time, her imagination was mirrored in the physical world. It was almost as
if her imagination brought the landscape into being by
the time she became a wise-woman; she became her own
spider goddess and weaved her world into existence.

When viewed within the context of her early
abstract pieces, perhaps the Black Place was where
Georgia O’Keeffe most closely found the landscape

Upcoming Concerts in Colorado

The southwest isn’t all history and politics, sometimes it’s just the home of another American city and ordinary
things do happen. To keep us in the present is the following calendar of bands coming to Colorado within the
next few months.

May 11: Portugal The Man
*May 18: System of a Down
& Gogol Bordello
June 5:
Ratatat
June 7:
Earth, Wind & Fire
June 28: Panic! At the Disco 		
July 2:
Glitch Mob & Lotus
*August 2: A Perfect Circle 		

@ Black Sheep, Colorado Springs
@ Comfort Dental Amphitheater, Englewood
@ Ogden, Denver
@ Red Rocks Amphitheater
@ Ogden, Denver
@ Red Rocks Amphitheater
@ Red Rocks Amphitheater

*Recommended

above: Red Rocks Amphitheater, one of the grand
outdoor music venues of the United States.
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The Legacy of a Massacre: Denial, Guilt and Healing
Rituals
Adele Moss revisits the Sand Creek Massacre as well as its remembrance in Denver

When is it justifiable to kill defenseless wom-

thick of Indian Wars was able to muster enough clarity to recognize the brutal truth of the Sand Creek
Massacre, why are there contemporary individuals
who can’t do the same? Gregory Michno is not alone
in his delusion: In 1985, military historian William
R. Dunn published “I Stand by Sand Creek”: a Defense of Colonel John M. Chivington and the Third
Colorado Cavalry. The title pretty much speaks for
itself, not to mention his description of Chivington as
having a ‘kindly nature’. You can’t expect much from
Dunn based on his word choice of ‘battle’ instead of
‘massacre’ but I was nevertheless entirely unprepared
for Alan W. Farley’s opening line: “The Indians of
the great western plains were congenital thieves both
by training and disposition.”

en and children who are on their knees and begging for mercy? Historian Gregory Michno recently
wrote in reference to the Sand Creek Massacre, that
he “does not attempt to condone the military actions, but…does find some justification for them.”
In 1864 Colonel John Chivington and seven hundred men from the Third Colorado Cavalry marched onto a Cheyenne and Arapaho village
with a population of five hundred people. The Native American occupants believed that they were
camped on government-protected treaty territory
and immediately raised a white flag, as well as an
American flag, when they saw Chivington and his
men approach. But the soldiers did not desist even
as Chief White Antelope approached them, singing and beseeching peace. He was the first of eleven
chiefs gunned down that day followed by nearly two
hundred of his people, mostly women, children and
the elderly. When the slaughter ended, Indian bodies
“were mutilated in the most horrible manner,” according to one witnesses report at an ensuing Congressional investigation.

Although these writers based their arguments
on historical research, there is a gap between the
truth and their willingness to accept it. They have
found themselves on the wrong side of history but
for some reason, one hundred fifty years later, cannot
seem to come to grips with the Sand Creek Massacre.
The denial at play here is enormous and understandable perhaps only from a psychological angle. What
these massacre deniers most likely
feel is guilt: an emotion so pain“I was nevertheless entirely ful that they have suppressed and
unprepared for Alan W. Far- perverted it into its opposite. The
is scary and both Michno
ley’s opening line: ‘The Indians truth
and Dunn’s more palatable verof the great western plains sion of history avoids it.

At first the Denver
newspapers reflected local
sentiment in their praise
for Colonel Chivington
and they described him as
a war hero who had nullified the threat of ‘sav- were congenital thieves both
The Cheyenne and Southage’ hostility. A town a
by
training
and
disposition.’
”
ern Arapaho Indians on the other
few miles from the Sand
hand, have not avoided the truth or
Creek Massacre site, now
the pain it yields. Many Holocaust
all but deserted, still bears
survivors omitted the years between 1939 and 1945
Chivington’s name. Within weeks of the incident a
from their personal histories, leaving a generation of
very new picture began to immerge and a Congresconfused descendants to puzzle out their parents’ stosional investigation of Sand Creek determined that
ries. Rwandan Tutsis are finding it difficult to explain
the action was indeed a massacre.
their recent past to their children. Unlike many of
these survivors, Cheyenne and Southern Arapaho InIf the American government of 1865,
dians have an extensive oral history surrounding the
steeped in supremacist notions and caught in the
10

with a family tragedy. The young man joined the
Spiritual Healing Run and after the journey, “he was
changed,” recalls Braided Hair.

Sand Creek Massacre and are determined to face
their tragic history head on. They have erected new
rituals for healing and many recognize that several
generations later, the wounds are still fresh.

For the Cheyenne and Southern Arapaho,
healing has come through recognition of the events
that transpired and an assertion of vitality despite the
tragedy. “We know that it was a massacre. We know
that it was wrong,” said Braided Hair. “Our ancestors didn’t want to be forgotten. That’s what motivates me.” He wants the event to raise awareness and
after the first four years of focused tribal involvement
the Cheyenne and other associated tribes decided to
open the Healing Run to the public. They had received numerous requests to do so and much of their
funding now comes from outside donors. However,

Members of the tribes affected by the massacre travel from Montana, Wyoming and Oklahoma
to the southeast corner of Colorado for the Annual
Sand Creek Massacre Spiritual Healing Run. After
a pipe ceremony, opening prayers and a blessing of
the runners, young men and women spend three
days running from Sand Creek to Denver in commemoration of victims and descendants of the massacre. Once the runners arrive in Denver they hold
a candle light vigil. The twelfth Healing Run, held
last
November,
was dedicated to
the peaceful Chief
White Antelope
and Captain Silas
S. Soule of the
Colorado Cavalry. Soule forbade
his troops to fire
during the massacre and after
testifying against
Chivington, was
assassinated in the
streets of Denver. Last year the
runners stopped
by his grave at Riverside Cemetery to hear prayers
and speeches. Later that day a descendant of Soule’s
read one of Soule’s letters. In addition to this, they
dedicated a memorial plaque near the site where
Soule was killed. Ironically, Michno indicts this very
same Cheyenne hero in his essay “The Real Villains
of Sand Creek”.

left: Shortly before
the Sand Creek
massacre, the Cheyenne chiefs concluded
successful
peace talks with the
U.S military for the
Sand Creek reservation. This photo
was taken after their
meeting in September 1864.

non-Indian participation in this event and on a broader scale, participation in this mind set, is less than it
should be.
What about the massacre deniers? Wouldn’t
they benefit from a healing ritual? If their guilt is
crippling to the point of blind irrationality, they too
may have some spiritual healing to undergo. And it
is not only the flagrant, right wing radicals who are in
need. There are also those on the left wing in need of
healing. Some liberals are consciously tormented by
white guilt, an American phenomenon with various
unhealthy permutations.

The Healing Run is regarded as “an opportunity for both the members of the tribes and the
citizens of Colorado to find some form of healing
in a senseless tragedy”. For some, the run has had a
profound impact on their lives.
Otto Braided Hair, one of the Healing Run’s organizers, tells of a student who was not coping well
11

With great consistency, students at CC say
“we” when describing Americans of the past. “We enslaved Africans, we put Japanese people in internment

what this country needs. Instead, the United States
needs people prepared to look to the past with clarity,
see its ramifications and take charge of the future.
For this to be possible, the people laden with
guilt, both consciously and unconsciously, need healing rituals too. Retelling history in an inclusive, culturally sensitive manner is not enough. They may need to
run for three days or erect new ceremonies in order to
lessen pains long suppressed, and move from guilt to a
sense of hope and responsibility for the future.

camps, we murdered Native Americans.” These are
the voices of white liberals and unlike the massacre
deniers they accept the truth, but similarly, they have
processed history in an emotionally destructive manner. They do not know how to separate the truth
from the guilt. They think that to be understood as
opposing the actions of their ancestors, they must
condemn themselves as well.
I do not say “we.” At first I thought this was
because my family immigrated fairly recently and
my ancestors were not involved in transgressions of
the American past. I remember when I first learned
of American slavery and asked my mother with such
fear, if our family had owned slaves. Her response
was a relief, the luxury of which I continue to enjoy. But in truth I do not say “we” when referring to
Frankfurt Jews of the past either. They are my ancestors but they are not who I am. Whatever they did,
good or bad, their actions are not mine.

“It’s a responsibility to look after them,” said
Braided Hair in speaking of his ancestors. The Healing Run is a way to honor their memory and in addition, such rituals move participants like the grief
stricken teen, inspiring them to honor themselves.
Within the struggle to reconcile the pain of a shared
past, the healing rituals represent a mind set we can all
benefit from as people, citizens and agents of modern
times.

I struggle with the sorrow of this country’s history as
much as any pilgrim descendant does, and my refusal
to feel guilty should be their refusal too. Guilt is not

The Ethics of Travel
Sarah Stockdale puts travel into perspective during a drive through Kansas

Everyone seems to agree; we are in the mid-

Kansas City, as well as generic names like ‘Goodland’
and ‘Park’. Beyond those signs are roads leading into
the hills of the prairie, to towns, to gas stations or into
darkness. Beyond the road signs we have no way to tell
where we are. Children of the GPS, we barely look at
our digital map.

dle of nowhere. My car is full of five Colorado College frisbee players floating in a sea of chips, bags,
pillows, blankets, books, papers, and iPods. The location of our weekend ‘Ultimate Frisbee’ Tournament is St. Louis, Missouri and it’s more than four
hundred miles away. It will take us thirteen hours of
night driving to reach. We speed through the evening and into the dark, stuffed inside our heads, sitting for more than half a day in a metal vessel speeding through space and the void that is Kansas.
I can’t speak for the other girls asleep in my
car, but I feel a sense of wonder and unease at our
predicament. I wallow through my thoughts while
the car is in cruise control, my hands rest on the
steering wheel and remind me to stay on the cement
highway as if playing Mario Cart®. On our right,
green exit signs pass, indicating Manhattan, Wichita,

They say our generation juggles worlds, that
we exist both in the virtual and real, and thus often
experience a feeling of ‘placelessness’. Yet we are not
the first to act as if the prairies of Kansas were no
place. Something in the openness of the grasslands,
the undulating hills and the wide sky, or perhaps the
black and white images from childhood viewings of
the ‘Wizard of Oz’, deceive us and has deceived others in the past to believe that there is nothing on this
land. Kansas is almost thought of as a synonym for
‘nowhere’. Many have overlooked or neglected the
prairies. So why should we believe in Kansas if we
12

do not live there? Why should we believe in Kansas
goal, providing Californians with equipment, direcif it means nothing more to us than a highway to
tion and entertainment; a circumstance not unlike
somewhere else? What sort of consequences, other
the convenient slew of gas stations and fast food resthan the carbon emissions of
taurants, which provide for
our vehicle, will occur as a
“Simply put, when the Kan- the Frisbee Team’s road-trip.
result of our mindless flight
sas territories were nowhere, The Oregon-California trail
through the empty plains of
was the first western highway
the people that we deemed and like a sardine in a school
Kansas?
‘no one’ were pushed there.” of fish, both Swain and I
I recently took an
found comfort in the currents
American history course called ‘American Fronof the mass movement on our well-established paths.
tiers’, taught by Anne Hyde, where we read one
historical account of one man whose journey was
It is not hard to imagine how Prairie grasslands
similar to mine. William Swain moved through the
– before the invention of non-eroding cement - could
mid-United States bound for California during 1849
easily have been trampled by wagons, herds of oxen,
Gold rush. On his journey through the Oregondonkeys and cows. In 1849, the St. Joseph’s crossing
California Trail, Swain passed through the Northreported over twenty-four thousand animals and four
west corner of current day Kansas and through Nethousand wagons to have crossed by May of the same
braska, then known as ‘Indian Territory’. Drawn by
year. While the teams in general were following the
the news of plentiful amounts of gold in the rivers
heavily established Oregon-California trail, the rush
and lands of the newly acquired California territory,
to pass other parties and the fragility of the grasses reEastern farmers like Swain moved west en masse.
sulted in the widening of the trail sometimes by ten or
They traveled in simple farm wagons pulled by oxen
twelve wagon lengths. Following the long line of wagoften only moving at twenty miles in a day (as comons moving towards California, stragglers were often
pared to our four-hundred miles in a night). Yet the
subject to the waste of their predecessors in campsites
lagging pace did not deter their journey. According
and on trails. More importantly, they were often met
to the visitor records of Fort Kearny and Fort Larawith over-grazed fields for their cattle. In these ways,
mie, Swain was one of almost twenty-nine thousand
the gold-seekers’ massive migration threatened fragile
emigrants to pass through these plains. However,
prairie grasslands and their dependent ecosystems.
their journey was no doubt a rush across the landscape. Military forts and trading posts enabled this
And what of the people who don’t call Kansas a highway, but a home? After the War of 1812
and Black Hawk’s Revolt, the U.S. government
forced tribes of displaced Native Americans, such
as the Vermillion Kickapoos, Prairie Potawatomis,
Missouri Sacs and Iowas, the Munsee Delawares,
and Detroit Chippewa into the Kansas region of
the Great Plains or ‘the Great American Desert’,
which was unfit for settlement for any other group.

left: Leavenworth, Kansas circa 1867. Leavenworth was the first established city in Kansas.
(No doubt about that, just look at the photo -ed)
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Reliant mostly on pastoral practices to sustain themselves, Eastern gold-rushers’ exertion on prime grazing lands threatened their lifestyle. It must be mentioned that these tribes were not native to Kansas,
but had been displaced before the rush of 1849 to
foreign, unwelcoming prairies. Long before the mass
migration, these groups were already faced with the
challenge of adapting to a totally new environment.
Now, cattle grazing began its long history of transforming the American landscape, starting with outcompeting bison for prime grazing land.

In his writing, Lester Heat-Moon often denotes our responsibility to the land and to discovering our lands’ histories. Many stories of the American
Frontier, like that told by William Swain, tell of “unexpected” hurt and destruction to environments and
to Indians. History and Heat-Moon teach us that, in
the future, if we care to lessen our impact, we must
first be informed travelers. In the introduction to Prairyerth, Heat-Moon writes, “I’m in search of the land
and what informs it, and I’m here because of shadows in me, loomings about threats to America that
are alive here too, but things I hope will show more
clearly in the spareness of this county.”

Overgrazing as a result of competition, combined with the untimely event of drought certainly
threatened the land-dependant people. Unknowing
Whatever lessons we learn from the impact of
travelers moving through their land had no way of
settlers moving across the prairies, I think it’s enough
anticipating the systemic imto recognize that the girls and I
pact that their journey would “They say our generation were not the first to want to move
have on the landscape or on juggles worlds; that we exist through Kansas as quickly as posthe Native Americans.
both in the virtual and real, sible. Yet to move through space
without making an impact, to me,
and
thus
often
experience
a
This is a story that still
seems quite impossible now just as
maintains relevance and is feeling of ‘placelessness’ ”
much as in the past, if not more so.
sometimes reenacted today.
Whichever threats we imagine we
As if their lifestyle hadn’t been threatened enough,
have on the landscape, be they envishortly after the Gold Rush, the Kansas and Nebrasronmental, cultural, spiritual, or moral, to be ethical
ka Acts of 1854 created the two Plains states, and
travelers into the future, we must know the land, and
left everyone expecting the Indians to abandon their
believe it exists. It’s easy to overlook the deep map of
homes in Kansas for Southern parts of Oklahoma.
an area from behind the dashboard, but that doesn’t
The story of Native Americans forced to move in
mean that it isn’t there.
and out of Kansas demonstrates the hurt and pain
that ensues from denying existence.

“Let no one think he may as well keep
away from these regions or pass
through at night. There is no part of
Kansas where the visitor who would
know America can afford to be careless
of his surroundings.”
-John T. Faris

Simply put, when the Kansas territories were
nowhere, the people that we deemed ‘no one’ were
pushed there. In the act of not believing in the displaced Indians, or at least, paying no regard to their
histories and cultures, the U.S. government could
not claim to be morally responsible to them.
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